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ABSTRACT 
Let F be a field and S? a maximal commutative subalgebra of the full matrix 
algebra M,,(F). It is shown that dim S! > (2n)“/.j - 1. It is also shown that if the 
radical of & has cube zero, then dim ~8 > [3n”/” - 41, and that this result is best 
possible for infinitely many natural numbers n. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let F be a field, and let M,(F) be the algebra of n X n matrices over F. 
A commutative subalgebra &’ of M,(F) is maximal if its centralizer (com- 
mutant) %‘(A) equals ~2. A nice account of the literature on maximal 
commutative subalgebras is contained in the book by Suprunenko and 
Tyschkevich [7]. -4 classical result of Schur states that a maximal commutative 
subalgebra of M,(F) has dimension at most [n2/4] + 1 (and this bound is 
achieved). The determination of a lower bound for the dimension of a 
maximal commutative subalgebra is a much more difficult problem. Even as 
late as 1961, Gerstenhaber [3] posed the question of whether such a subalge- 
bra must have dimension at least n. Maximal commutative subalgebras of 
M,(F) of dimension n are easy to construct; for example 
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the algebra of polynomials in a nonderogatory matrix A, and 
are two (nonisomorphic if n > 2) such algebras. (Here { Eii} denote as usual 
the standard matrix units.) R. C. Courter ([l]; see also [7, p. 841) constructed 
a maximal commutative subalgebra of M14(F) of dimension 13, thus answer- 
ing Gerstenhaber’s question negatively. He later showed [2] that it is possible 
to find an infinite sequence of positive integers n and maximal commutative 
subalgebras sJ,, of M,,(F) such that (1) the radical rad &n of &,, has cube 
zero and (2) (dim JiP,)/n + 0 as n -+ co. He also showed that if & is a 
maximal commutative subalgebra of M,,(F) with (rad ~2)~ = 0, then dim ~2 
2 72. 
Gustafson [4] showed that a maximal abelian commutative subalgebra of 
M,(F) has dimension greater than n 2/3 He poses a number of problems-in .
particular he asks for an easy-to-verify construction of a set of maximal 
commutative subalgebras of M,(F) of dimension less than n and for a more 
realistic lower bound for the dimension, at least in the case where the radical 
has cube zero. 
In this paper we obtain an essentially best possible lower bound for the 
dimension of a maximal commutative subalgebra JZ? of M,(F) with (rad -QI)” 
= 0. It turns out that Gustafson’s bound is in fact of the right order of 
magnitude in n (n2j3) even in this case, the minimal dimension being 
[3n2j3 - 41 for infinitely many n. The derivation of the lower bound and the 
construction of examples attaining it occupies Sections 2, 3. In Section 4, we 
obtain a lower bound of (2n) 2/3 - 1 for the dimension of a maximal com- 
mutative subalgebra of M,,(F) in general. In Section 5, we describe a 
group-theoretic consequence of our results. 
The notation is standard with the following additions: 
AT denotes the transpose of the matrix A; 
M,, &F) denotes the space of p X q matrices over F; 
U(d) denotes the centralizer of the subalgebra S? of M,,(F): thus 
U(d)= {BEM,(F)]AB=BAforall AE~}; 
rad S/ denotes the radical of JZ’; 
[ -1 denotes the greatest-integer function; 
0 denotes both the zero element and the zero algebra. 
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2. THE LOWER BOUND 
Let .ZZ’ be a maximal commutative subalgebra of M,,( F ), and let V = F “, 
the space of row n-tuples over F. Regard V as a (faithful) right .&module. If 
V is decomposable, say V = V,@V, with dimV, = n,, i = 1,2, some 1 < n,, n2 
<n=n,+n,, then & is isomorphic to the direct sum (directness follows 
from maximality) of maximal commutative subalgebras -Pe, of M,,,(F) (i = 
1,2). Hence in considering bounds for dim ti, we may assume V is indecom- 
posable. In particular, we may assume each element of & has minimal 
polynomial a power of an irreducible polynomial in F [ X ] and that &/rad & 
is isomorphic to a finite extension field K of F. Furthermore, since & is 
commutative, we may assume that the elements of .JZ? belong to M,(k), 
where K is the standard embedding of K in M,7( F) with s = [K : F]. Also, in 
M,( Z? ), -G@ is a maximal commutative subalgebra. If F is not algebraically 
closed, then denoting the algebraic closure of F by F, we may form 
.J? = & @ F F, and .G? is then a maximal commutative subalgebra of M,(F) 
with 
dim?2 = dim.&. 
We may thus assume that F = F (i.e., F is algebraically closed) and that 
&/rad .& is isomorphic to F. Let R = rad &, and assume that R3 = 0. 
Consider the &invariant chain 
where 
vi= {oEV~vR=O}, 
V“= {nEV~(O+Vi)(R~V/Vi)=0}. 
Choosing a basis of V compatible with this chain, we may assume the 
elements A of .JZ? have the following form: 
A = A,, 
[ 
0, 0 0 
0, 0 
A31 As, O,,, 
where a E F, k = dimV,, I = dim(V,/V,). 
1 + aI,, , 
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(Note that if R2 = 0, then m = 0 and the fact that %‘(.J@‘) c .x2 implies 
that _SS’ contains all matrices of the form 
0 0 
[ 1 4.2, 0’
so dim & > 1-t kl >, 1 + (n - 1) = n. This result has been proved by Courter 
[2] and Gustafson [4].) 
The fact that V( &‘) c &’ implies that S! contains all matrices of the form 
0 0 0 
[ 1 0 0 0 2 0 0 
where Z E M m,k(F). Let d, = dim x2, and let d = d, - mk - 1. Then d, is 
the dimension of the subspace &‘a of &’ consisting of matrices A as above 
with a = 0, A,, = 0. Note that 
[P E M&l Q E M,>,,,(~)l 
is in g(d) if and only if 
Q*,,=*J' forall AE&“. (*> 
Now ( *) is a system of linear equations in kl + ml “unknowns” (P, Q). Each 
A in .B?~ gives rise to km equations, and do has dimension d, so the 
dimension of the space of solutions is at least 
Hence, since F?( ~8) G -&‘, 
and thus 
1( k + m) - dkm. 
l(k+m)-dkm<d 
d,lk+m 
’ km+l’ 
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Hence 
k+m 
dimxZ>Zknz+l +km+l. (**) 
Now E = n - (k + m). We must choose k, m to minimize the right-hand side 
of (* *). By symmetry, we may take k = m > 1. Let 
f(k)=2k(n-2k),‘(k2+l)+(k2+1) 
2kn 4 =p +k2+ ----3. 
k2+1 k2+1 
The minimum occurs when the derivative f’(k) = 0. Now 
f’(k) = 2k - & + 4(n - 2k; 
(k2+1) 
Thus the minimum occurs when n = k( k” + 3). In this case f(k) = 3k2 + 1. 
This proves: 
PROPOSITION. Under the above hypotheses, 
dim & >, 3k2 + 1 
where k is the real root of the cubic equation 
9+3x-n=O. 
In particuhr k > n”” - n _ “’ and 
dim lal > [ 3 n2/’ - 41. 
Note that the last inequality follows from 
dim&>3(n’/“-n~1/“)2+1 
> 3n2/” - 5 
> [3n2/” - 51. 
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REMARK 1. Note that the proof shows that if .B? is a subalgebra of 
M,( F ) satisfying 
(i) .&/rad & is isomorphic to F, 
(ii) (rad &‘)3 = 0, 
(iii) %(._&) 2 -G?‘, and 
then dim ._& > 3k2 + 1, where k is the real root of xG +3x = n. 
For small values of n, the bound in the proposition can be improved. In 
( * * ) above, if m = 0 we get dim & > n, while if k = 1 or m = 1, we also get 
dim ~2 >, n. If k = m = 2, then ( * *) gives 
dim._&2 4(ng4) +5 
so dim _G? 2 n for n < 13. It is also easy to check that if k > 2 or rn > 2, then 
dim & > n for n < 13. Thus we have 
LEMMA. Under the hypotheses above 
dim lal > n if n<13. 
REMARK 2. Courter’s example [l] (see also Section 3 here) shows the 
lemma can fail for n > 14. 
We now state the main result of this section. 
THEOREM 1. Let _s’ be a maximal commutative subalgebra of M,,( F) 
with (rad &)3 = 0. Then 
dim z&’ 2 [3&” - 41. 
Proof. The argument at the beginning of this section shows that there 
exists an integer k > 1, positive integers n,,. . ., nk with n = n, + . . . + nk, 
and maximal commutative subalgebras Jap of M,,,(F) such that 
(i) &E A,@ ... @.Jz?~ 
(ii) di satisfies the conclusion of the proposition (or the lemma). 
We now derive some inequalities. 
(a) x + 3( n - x)2/3 >3fY3 for l<x<n-13. Let f(x,n)=x+3(n- 
x)213 - 3n2’3. Then f is an increasing function of x for 0 < x < n - 8, and 
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f(l, n) is an increasing function of n. Also f(l, 14) = 0.1602.. . . As a conse- 
quence we have 
(b) x + [3(n - x)2/3 - 4]>, [3n 2/3 - 41 if x is an integer with 1~ x < n - 
13. We next show 
(c) 3x 2’3 + 3( 72 - x)2/3 , > 3n2/“+5 if 14 <x < n/2. For let g(x,n)= 
3x213 +3(n - x) ‘/’ - 3n2/3 - 5. Then g is an increasing function of x for 
0 < x < n/2, and g(14, n) is an increasing function of n. Since g(14,14) = 
2.190..., the result follows. Hence 
(d) [3x2/3 - 4]+[3(n - x) 2/3-4]>[3n2/3-4]if 14<x<n/2. 
Now dim.&=dim.&i+ ... + dim &k with dim di > [3nf/” - 41 and 
dim ._&, > ni if ni < 13, so the theorem follows by repeated application of 
inequalities (b), (d). n 
3. THE CONSTRUCTION 
Let F be a field and k 2 1 an integer. Let 1 = k” + k. For X E M,, J F) 
we write X = col(Xij 1 X,) to denote that 
Xl, 
-: 1 
hk 
x2, 
xx: ) 
x2, 
-A 
Xkk 
where the blocks are k X k. Similarly, for Y E M,,,(F) we write Y = 
row( Y, j 1 Y,‘) to denote that 
Y = (Y,, Y,, . . . Y,, Y,, . . . Y2k . . . Y kk 
where again the blocks are k x k. 
We say that a pair (X, Y) E M,, k( F) x K,, [( F) is compatible if 
‘0 = txij)> ‘0 = (Yij>> and Xii = yijZk, 
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Yij = 
0 0 ... 0. 
0 0 
x 11 xi2 ... Xik 
0 0 
0 0 ... 0. 
+ jth row 
(i.e., YSj has its jth row equal to the ith row of X, and all other rows equal to 
zero)fori,j=1,2 ,..., k. 
The key observation is as follows. 
PROPOSITION. Using the above notation, a pair 
(PA?) E %,k(W &J(F) 
is compatible if and only if 
QX=YP for all compatible pairs X, Y. (*> 
Proof. The proof is a straightforward calculation. Write P = col( Pjj 1 PO), 
Q=roW(QijlQoT) as above. Write PO = (pi j), PO = ( qi j) E Mk( F), and Pr,$ = 
(pl;), Qr, = (4:;). The condition ( * ) is equivalent to 
I? QrfXIs + %X0 = IL YUPLS + YoTP0 (**I 
1=1 t=1 
forall X,,Y,EM,(F).P~~ X,=0, y,,=l,andallother ylj=O.Then(**) 
becomes 
0 0 ... 0 
Qrs= PI if, :I: ps), +- 7th row 
0 0 . . . 0 
(j 0 . . . 0 
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Put Y, = 0 instead in ( * *) and x,, = 1, xii = 0, (i, j) f (r, s). Then ( * *) 
becomes 
I 0   . .0  . * 9,1 2&.0 . ...  . . 0 4 = 
which is equivalent to 
P 
rl 
. . PI p,;: Pi: 
P 
r2 
Sl 
p;,” . . . P1,2 
:= ! p:: p:; . . . Pik" 
p,, = 9Jk (r,s=1,2 )...) k). 
The proposition follows. n 
Let n = k”+3k = 1+2k. We now define a subspace z&’ of M,,(F) as 
follows: Sp consists of all matrices of the form 
where a E F, Z E Mk(F), and (X, Y) is a compatible pair. It is clear that A?’ 
has dimension 3k2 + 1 and that it is an algebra. By the proposition, if (Xi, Yi ) 
and (X,, Y,) are compatible pairs, then Y,X, = Y,X,. Hence ~2 is a com- 
mutative subalgebra. 
Let M = ( Mij) E M,(F), where the blocking is compatible with the 
elements of ~2. Then M E 9(d), the centralizer of &, if and only if the 
following conditions hold: 
(1) M,, = M,, = M,, = 0. 
(2) M,, = M, = bZk for some b E F 
Conditions (1) (2) are immediate from the condition that M commutes with 
all matrices 
[ z 0 0 0 . 1 
(3) M,, = bl,. 
(4) M,,X = YM,, for all compatible pairs (X, Y ). 
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By the proposition, (4) is equivalent to the statement that (M,,, M,,) is a 
compatible pair. 
Hence %‘( .&) = ~2, and S? is a maximal commutative subalgebra of 
M,(F) where n = k3 +3k. Note that the radical of _& has cube zero. 
Thus .z+’ achieves the bound obtained in Theorem 1. 
REMARK 3. When k = 2, &’ is a 13dimensional maximal commutative 
subalgebra of M,,(F) and ~2 is in fact isomorphic to the algebra constructed 
by Courter [l]. 
REMARK 4. In [2], Courter has shown that there is an infinite set of 
natural numbers n and maximal commutative subalgebras xZ”, of M,(F) such 
that 
(rad &,,)3 = 0 
and 
l.m dim dn 
1 ~ = 0. 
,I + cc n 
For n = k3 + 3k, letting ~2~ be the algebra constructed above, we have 
lim 
dim SJ 
A=3 
n+m n2/3 ’ 
giving a new proof of Courter’s result. 
4. BOUND IN THE GENERAL CASE 
In this section we obtain a slight improvement on Gustafson’s result [4] 
that the dimension of a maximal commutative subalgebra of M,(F) is greater 
than n2/3. Our proof, though similar to his, is a little more elementary, as it 
avoids reference to injective hulls. 
Let J&’ be a subalgebra of M,(F), and suppose that d/R E F, where 
R = rad &‘. Let V be the space F” of row n-tuples over F, and let 
V,= {v~V/uR=0}. 
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Let k = dimV,. We may assume that each A E & has the form 
A= Ik 
0 
[ 1 21 A22 + ah, (a E F). 
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Here 
v, = ((x,O)Jx E F”}. 
Let W= {(O,~)EV]~EF”-~}, andlet 
I+‘,= {yEFnPk(yA2i=Oforall AE@‘}. 
Note that if y E W,, so does yA,, for all A E &. Let 
R,= {A,,]AE&}. 
Note that R, is a nilpotent subalgebra of M,, _ k( F ) and that W, is R, 
invariant. Suppose, for the sake of contradiction, that W, # 0. Then there 
exists 0 # y E W, with yR, = 0. But then 
for all A E R. So (0, y)~ V,. This is a contradiction. Hence W, = 0. 
Let d,=dim{A,,]AER}.Foreach A~R,theequation 
WA,, = 0 (w E P-k) 
is equivalent to a system of k homogeneous linear equations in n - k 
unknowns. Since the complete system thus obtained has only the trivial 
solution, we obtain 
n - k < kd,. 
Since dim ._& >, d, + 1, we thus have 
dim .& >, n/k. (1) 
(This result was obtained by Gustafson [4] by a different argument.) 
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Next, the algebra R, acts on the space Y of column (n - k)-tuples over F. 
Let 
Y,= {zjEYjR,~=O} 
and let I = dim Y. We may assume each A,, in R,, is of the form 
B 
A,,= B22 [ 1 32 0” .1 
By a similar argument to that for (1) we obtain 
n-k 
d, > 1 - 1, (2) 
where d, = dim R,. 
Suppose now that %‘( &) c &. Note that 
i 0, z0 0 0,  I P E %(F)l 
commutes with all elements of -al, so these elements are in ~2. Hence 
dim.&>kl+1+d2>kZ+~. (3) 
If k < 2-2’3n’/3, then (1) implies that dim & 2 (2n)2/3. Suppose k > 
2 - 1’3n1’3. By (3) 
The function k( n - k) is increasing (for 0 < k < n/2>, ~0 
dim & , 2 { 2 2/3n1/3( n _ 2 Vnw) } I” 
= (2n)2’3{ I- (2n) 2’3}“2 
> (2n)“‘{ 1 - (2n) 2’3} 
= (2n)2’3 - 1. 
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This proves 
PROPOSITION 2. Let Sp be a subalgebra of M,( F) satisfying 
(i) &/rad Se z F, 
(ii) V( &) C -01. 
Zhen dim & > (2n)2/3 - 1. 
We now prove 
THEOREM 2. 
Then 
Let d be a maximal commutative subalgebru of M,( F ). 
dim _&’ > (2n)2’3 - 1. 
Proof. As in Section 2, there exist positive integers k, n,, . . . , nk with 
n=n,+ .- . + nk and maximal commutative subalgebras di of M,,( F ) such 
that 
(2) dim .zJ’, > (2n,)2/3 - 1, i = 1,2,. . . , k. 
It is easy to check that the dimension of a maximal commutative subalgebra 
of M,(F) is at least n if n < 4. Repeated application of the inequalities 
(i) x + {2(n - x)}2/3 > (2n)2/3, 1 f x < n - 4, 
(ii) (2~)~‘” + {2(n - z~)}~/~ > 1+(2n)2/“, 4 6 x < n/2 
now yields the theorem. n 
REMARKS. We do not know of any example of a maximal commutative 
subalgebra of M,( F) with lower dimension than the bound in Theorem 1. 
5. A GROUP-THEORETIC CONSEQUENCE 
Let 9 = p” where p is a prime and n >, 1. Let G = GL( n, 9) be the group 
of nonsingular n X n matrices over the finite field GF(9). Let S be a Sylow 
p-subgroup of G. It is well known and easy to verify that S has order 
9 n(n ‘)I2 and that S is conjugate to the group P of unipotent lower triangular 
matrices in G. (A triangular matrix is unipotent if its diagonal entries are all 
equal to 1). 
Suppose n = k3 + Sk, where k > 2 is an integer. Let 
H= {I+AIAErad.&}, 
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where .& is the algebra constructed in Section 3. Then H is a maximal 
abelian subgroup of P with IHI = qh, where h = 3k2 = [3n2/” - 71. This is in 
marked contrast to the fact (see, for example, Huppert [5, III, 5 161) that the 
maximal abelian normal subgroups of P have order at least q ’ I. 
Conversely, the arguments of Section 2, 4 can be used to show that if K is 
a maximal abelian subgroup of G and K is indecomposable, then 1 K ( 2 (q - 
1)s: where 
1 
[3n213-7] if (A,-z)(A,-z)(A,-I)=0 
for all p-elements 
T= 
A,, A,, A, of K, 
(2r~)~‘~ - 2 in general. 
We omit the details. 
Finally, we would like to remark that the related problem of determining 
the structure and size of maximal abelian subalgebras of Lie algebras has been 
considered by many authors (see, for example, [6]) and has applications in 
physics. 
A preliminary version of this material was presented at the Utah State 
University Matrix Theory conference in June 1983 and in a lecture at 
California Znstitute of Technology, also in June 1983. Z wish to thank the 
many people who made useful comments which have helped to improve the 
presentation here. In particular, Z wish to express my gratitude to D. Carlson, 
R. Guralnick, A. Patera, and Olga Taussky Todd. 
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